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• A novel layered topology of auxetic cellular materials based on the tetrachiral
honeycomb microstructure, named bitetrachiral material, is proposed.
• The global elastic properties of 3D
printed samples of the bi-tetrachiral
material are experimentally identiﬁed
from quasi-static tensile tests.
• Computational ﬁnite element models
and beam lattice models efﬁciently reproduce the experimental response of
the bi-tetrachiral material.
• The mutual collaboration of two
tetrachiral layers with opposite chirality
prevents the development of global angular strains under tensile loads.
• Parametric analyses show that Poisson
ratios close to −1 are achievable by regulating the distance between the interlayer constraints.
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a b s t r a c t
Microstructured honeycomb materials may exhibit exotic, extreme and tailorable mechanical properties, suited
for innovative technological applications in a variety of modern engineering ﬁelds. The paper is focused on
analysing the directional auxeticity of tetrachiral materials, through analytical, numerical and experimental
methods. Theoretical predictions about the global elastic properties have been successfully validated by
performing tensile laboratory tests on tetrachiral samples, realized with high precision 3D printing technologies.
Inspired by the kinematic behaviour of the tetrachiral material, a newly-design bi-layered topology, referred to as
bi-tetrachiral material, has been theoretically conceived and mechanically modelled. The novel topology virtuously exploits the mutual collaboration between two tetrachiral layers with opposite chiralities. The bitetrachiral material has been veriﬁed to outperform the tetrachiral material in terms of global Young modulus
and, as major achievement, to exhibit a remarkable auxetic behaviour. Speciﬁcally, experimental results, conﬁrmed by parametric analytical and computational analyses, have highlighted the effective possibility to attain
strongly negative Poisson ratios, identiﬁed as a peculiar global elastic property of the novel bi-layered topology.
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1. Introduction
Architectured composite materials characterized by a cellular honeycomb microstructure are experiencing an increasing success in a variety of innovative technological applications, by virtue of superior and
tailorable physical-mechanical properties [1–3]. Among the other cellular topologies, honeycomb materials based on chiral and anti-chiral microstructures can offer peculiar extreme features of directional
auxeticity, frequently conjugated with functional performance of high
resistance to fracture and indentation, atypical bending with synclastic
curvatures, enhanced strength against buckling instabilities [4–12]. Furthermore, the ﬁne parametric tunability of the microstructural inertia
and stiffness allows the systematic employment of chiral and antichiral materials to realize efﬁcient and versatile phononic ﬁlters, elastic
waveguides and acoustic diodes [13–18]. Within this challenging
framework, the optimal design of the micromechanical properties
opens interesting research perspectives towards the theoretical conceptualization and experimental validation of a new generation of smart
materials targeted at innovative engineering applications, including impact absorption, negative refraction, shape morphing, wave trapping,
vibration shielding, noise silencing and invisibility cloaking [19–22].
Focusing the attention on the modern scientiﬁc literature about
quasi-static laboratory tests of architectured materials, a pioneering investigation has experimentally veriﬁed the theoretical possibility to
achieve strong auxetic properties (quantiﬁed by negative Poisson ratios
close to unity) in medium-size samples of planar hexachiral honeycombs hand-built in polystyrene [23]. Chiral and anti-chiral topologies
of planar honeycombs have been analyzed by means of quasi-static experimental tests on small-size samples manufactured using selective
laser sintering rapid prototyping of nylon powder. The experimental results have been successfully compared with the static response simulated by ﬁnite element models and simpliﬁed analytical formulations
[24]. Satisfying agreement has been achieved in terms of global elastic
properties (Young modulus and Poisson ratio) for almost all the studied
topologies, including those exhibiting auxeticity along certain tested directions. The research ﬁndings have left some open issues regarding the
tetrachiral material, exhibiting the highest discrepancy between numerical results and experimental evidences. Indeed, the numerical ﬁnite
element simulations have been found to strongly overestimate the magnitude of the Poisson ratio obtained from experimental measures. In the
same research ﬁeld, successful comparisons between experiments and
simulations on medium size samples have been also obtained for rapidly prototyped chiral honeycombs in terms of transverse shear stiffness
[25], and laser-crafted re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycombs in terms of
Young moduli and Poisson ratios [26].
More recently, honeycomb sheets with chiral and anti-chiral cellular
topologies have been employed to develop three-dimensional curved
structures. The auxeticity has been numerically simulated in
microstructured cylindrical stents and experimentally veriﬁed in planar
steel samples fabricated through the waterjet cutting technology [27].
Finite element results and experimental measures have been also compared to assess the coupled extensional and torsional deformations of
microstructured cylindrical shells [28]. The effects of a reinforcing rotation disk introduced at the cylinder mid-height have been also considered [29]. High-pressure abrasive waterjet technologies have been
applied to realize functionally graded tetrachiral structures. The inﬂuence of the geometric gradient factor on the structural elastoplastic response has been numerically predicted and experimentally analyzed
during compressive load tests [30].
Negative Poisson ratios have been experimentally observed in hybrid chiral bi-dimensional materials fabricated via multi-material 3D

printing. The auxeticity, combined with sequential cell-opening mechanisms, has been designed to develop multi-functional composites, featured by smart sensitivity to environmental conditions and targeted to
technological applications in drug delivery and colour changing for
camouﬂage [31]. New topologies for 3D auxetic material have been
based on multi-layered tetrachiral schemes, with inter-layer clockwise
and anti-clockwise ligament connections. By tuning the direction of
the interlayer connections, materials with two positive and one negative Poisson ratios have been ﬁrst analytically predicted and successively conﬁrmed through numerical simulations and experimental
tests on medium-size samples printed with the stereolithography technology [32]. Other topologies of 3D chiral materials have been proposed
and their deformation mechanisms have been experimentally studied
through tensile and compression tests on selected laser sintered samples [33].
The most notable trend emerging from the review of the most recent state-of-the-art is the increasing and pervasive employment of
additive manufacturing solutions for the engineering-oriented application of the large amount of theoretical knowledge about auxetic
materials based on tailorable microstructures [34–37]. Indeed,
additive manufacturing is rapidly evolving as one of the most promising manufacturing technologies for designing, optimizing,
rapid prototyping and large scale producing three-dimensional
architected cellular materials with high-ﬁdelity realization of
complex microstructural topologies [38–42]. Interesting advanced
applications for additive manufactured architected materials range
across many modern ﬁelds in frontier engineering, from microelectro-mechanical systems to lightweight components for
automotive or aerospace industry, from patient-speciﬁc medical implants to smart structural elements in parametric engineering and
architecture.
The additive manufacturing process always starts from a virtual 3D
model that has to be converted into a 3D printing-suitable format.
Then, a slicing procedure is performed and, for each slice, speciﬁc machine instructions are deﬁned to govern the 3D printer during the
layer by layer production process. Among the others, one of the most
widespread, versatile, and economic 3D printing processes is the
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). This technology employs a thermoplastic material that is ﬁrst heated to a semi-molten state and then extruded through a robotically-controlled nozzle in a temperaturecontrolled environment to construct layer by layer the desired sample.
Currently, different thermoplastic materials can be extruded, ranging
from acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polylactic acid (PLA) to
techno-polymers, like polyetherether ketone (Peek) or polytherimide
(Ultem). Thanks to their superior mechanical properties, these thermoplastics can be used to produce also structural components that, by virtue of the relatively low-cost of the technology, can be used for a
number of advanced technological applications ranging from acoustics
and mechanics [43,44] to biomedicine and pharmaceutics [45,46],
from electronics [47,48] to social applications [49,50].
This stimulating and challenging scenario motivates the leading idea
to conjugate the most recent progresses in additive manufacturing with
the pressing demand to establish a robust experimental background
supporting the most advanced theoretical and applied researches in
the exotic elasticity and smart engineering functionality of existing
and new architectured materials. According to these basic motivations,
the paper leverages the actual technological possibility in realizing highﬁdelity complex topologies by 3D printing thermoplastic materials in
order to bridge the scientiﬁc gap between analytical or numerical predictions and experimental evidences in the ﬁeld of chiral
microstructured materials. Focus is laid on experimentally validating
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some theoretical results about the directional auxeticity of the
tetrachiral material [26,51,52]. In this respect, planar polymeric samples
have been 3D printed by employing the FMD technology (Section 2), in
order to realize a tetrachiral cellular geometry with the highest possible
precision (Section 2.1). Following a multidisciplinary approach for the
data acquisition and processing, the samples have been tensile tested
and the quasi-static response has been measured by means of noncontact technologies based on digital image acquisition (Section 2.2).
Therefore, the measures have been analyzed by virtue of numerical
data post-processing to solve the inverse problem concerned with the
input-output identiﬁcation of the global elastic properties
(Section 2.3). In parallel, different mechanical models of the tetrachiral
samples have been developed (Section 3), in the framework of solid mechanics and structural mechanics (Section 3.1). Analytical and numerical solutions have been determined to simulate the experimental tests
and compare the respective ﬁndings in terms of global Young modulus
and Poisson ratio (Section 3.2). As valuable point of novelty, the research outcomes have led to the theoretical conceptualization, mechanical modelization and analytical/numerical simulation of an original bylayered topology, based on tetrachiral layers. The new topology, which
differs from other layered auxetic materials based on radially foldable
microstructure [53] and does not require a different bi-layered multimaterial 3D printing process, is kinematically based on the independent
and opposite-sign rolling-up mechanisms of the component layers, reciprocally constrained at the boundaries. The theoretical predictions
and the experimental behaviour have been compared in terms of global
rigidity and auxeticity (Section 4). Finally, concluding remarks have
been pointed out and future developments have been outlined. Further
information about (i) the geometric properties of the tested samples
and the loading steps of the experimental tests (Section A.1), (ii) the
identiﬁcation of the global elastic properties (Section A.2), (iii) the mechanical formulations for the tetrachiral and bi-tetrachiral models (Section B) are extensively reported in the Supplementary Material.

2. Tetrachiral sample
The class of chiral and antichiral cellular materials is characterized
by a periodic tessellation of the bidimensional plane. The elementary
cell is strongly characterized by a microstructure composed by stiff circular rings connected by ﬂexible straight ligaments, arranged according
to different planar geometries including the trichiral, hexachiral,
tetrachiral, anti-trichiral, anti-tetrachiral topologies. Among the others,
the tetrachiral material is featured by a monoatomic centrosymmetric
cell in which the central stiff and massive ring (or disk) is connected
to four tangent ﬂexible and light ligaments.
2.1. Sample preparation
A polymeric sample of the tetrachiral geometry has been realized
with Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) technology by the Group of
Computational Mechanics and Advanced Materials of the University of
Pavia (Fig. 1). For the layer-by-layer FDM preparation of the samples a
thermoplastic ﬁlament made of the polymer Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) has been used. This material has a Young modulus ranging in the large interval 1100–2900 MPa. In the initial pre-print conditions, the nominal value given by the ﬁlament manufacturer is close to
2000 MPa. The reduced value for the post-print conditions is a matter
of experimental identiﬁcation and has been tentatively ﬁxed at
1300 MPa as initial realistic value. The Poisson ratio has been realistically ﬁxed at the nominal value of 0.35.
The printing head movements and all the printing parameters are
automatically controlled by an electronic board relying on a set of instructions (i.e., the G-Code). The G-Code is produced by a dedicated
software, commonly called slicer or slicing software that takes into account the virtual geometry, the properties of the printing material,
and the speciﬁc features of the 3D-printer. The 3D printer used to produce the tetrachiral sample was a 3NTR A4v3 (see Fig. 1a,b). The
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Fig. 1. Tetrachiral sample printed with the FDM technology: (a), (b) 3NTR 3D printer preparing the tetrachiral sample; (c) 3D printed sample; (d) geometry of the printed sample.
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machine has been equipped with three extruders that can be heated up
to 410 °C; a nozzle of 0.4 mm of diameter has been used. The build-tray
temperature has been set to 110 °C, while the heated chamber temperature to 70 °C in order to avoid distortions of the printed sample induced by the high thermal gradients occurring during the
manufacturing process. A ﬁlament cross-section with thickness of
0.2 mm and width of 0.4 mm, and a ﬁber-to-ﬁber overlap of 0.04 mm
has been assumed [54]. The printer sample and its geometry are reported in Fig. 1c,d and detailed in Table 1 of Section A.1 of the Supplementary Material.
2.2. Experimental tests
The experimental activities have been carried out at the Laboratory
of Structural Engineering of the DICCA – University of Genova. The
tetrachiral samples made of an array of 6-by-6 cells have been tested
under uni-axial tension according to a force-control scheme, within stable environmental conditions (Fig. 2a). The test set up has been designed to apply known increments of force to the sample, starting
from an initial reference conﬁguration.
In the reference conﬁguration, the sample is hanging vertically
under self-weight load and supported by a constraining system applied
at the top side (Fig. 2b). The constraining system has been purposely designed to ideally preserve the alignment of all the rings located in the
ﬁrst (top) row of the sample (yellow-ﬁlled black rings in Fig. 2b). The
transversal displacements and rotations of all the rings remain ideally
free, allowing the unrestricted development of both lateral expansion/
contraction and the rolling-up mechanism. The controlled force acts at
the bottom side of the sample by means of a steel truss system conveniently designed to split the total vertical action into equal forces (red
vectors in Fig. 2b) applied at all the rings located in the last (bottom)
row of the sample (pink-ﬁlled black rings in Fig. 2b). In order to assess
the global elastic properties of the tetrachiral sample, the 4-by-6 inner
cluster of internal unconstrained and unloaded cells (green region in
Fig. 2b) been considered in the following.
The uni-axial tension test has been run by applying ﬁve increments
of the quasi-static force F2, corresponding to equivalent global stress Σ22
= F2/A2, where A2 = 6Hd is the cross-section area of the ideal solid
(rectangular parallelepiped) with dimensions 6H (width), 6H (height)
and d (depth). The force increments (steps 1–5) are detailed in
Table 2 (reported in the Section A.1 of the Supplementary material),
starting from the initial loading conditions (step 0) under the selfweight of the sample and the truss system. Particular attention has
been payed to some operational issues, like preserving the vertical

planarity of the deformed conﬁgurations and minimizing the parasitic
effects of friction in the constraints. Finally, the entire loading process
has been assumed not to overcome the limit of linear reversible deformation at the global scale of the tetrachiral sample. This assumption
has been checked a posteriori by verifying that the initial undeformed
conﬁguration is macroscopically recovered at the end of the unloading
process, here not reported for the sake of synthesis.
2.3. Data processing and identiﬁcation of the global elastic properties
Among the different available possibilities for data recording in
quasi-static experimental tests, the non-contact data acquisition
through a digital camera has been selected as a convenient compromise
between measure reliability and operational feasibility. Speciﬁcally, one
or more two-dimensional images (with dimensions 5184-by-3456
pixels) of the tetrachiral specimen have been acquired for each load
step with a ﬁxed camera (14 bit Canon EOS 600D, with image processor
DIGIC 4). In order to minimize distortion, the focal plane of the digital
camera has been initially calibrated to be parallel to the specimen
plane, with the focal axis crossing the geometric center of the specimen
in the undeformed conﬁguration.
All the digital photographs have been uploaded and converted in
two-dimensional arrays of pixel coordinates within the Matlab environment, in order to be post-processed by using the Image Processing Toolbox. First, the background grid of known dimensions (approximately
co-planar with the specimen) has been employed to convert the pixel
coordinates of the digital photograph into a real coordinate system. Second, the real positions x of the ring centers have been assessed by programming an automatic function for the recognition of assigned shapes,
based on the Hough transform. This mathematical transform is an efﬁcient tool for geometric shape recognition, largely used in digital
image processing and computer vision. The automatic recognition of
an assigned shape is based on searching object imperfections within a
certain class of geometric objects, in which the most suited candidates
are recognized as local maxima in a ﬁnite parameter space (also
known as accumulator space). In this respect, the Hough transform,
which is classically concerned with the identiﬁcation of lines in digital
images, can be easily extended to identify the centers and radii of circular curves.
By properly tuning the sensitivity parameters of the automatic function, the identiﬁcation of the real coordinates of all the unconstrained
ring centers in the tetrachiral specimen has been successfully run for
each load step (Fig. 3). Therefore, the total displacements of the ring
centers have been calculated as position differences with respect to
Supporng truss system
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Fig. 2. Experimental set up in the initial reference conﬁguration: (a) picture, (b) sketch of the supported tetrachiral sample under the action of the external forces.
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Fig. 3. Non-contact image-based identiﬁcation of the real coordinates for all the ring centers in the inner cluster of the tetrachiral sample: (a), (b) loading step 0; (c), (d) loading step 5.

the initial load step, and the results have been stored in the experimental set of punctual displacement vector v.
According to a mechanical model-based identiﬁcation, the global
elastic properties of the tetrachiral samples have been identiﬁed by introducing the in-plane afﬁne displacement ﬁeld u(x) of an equivalent
homogeneous Cauchy continuum in the framework of a linear kinematics (Fig. A in the Supplementary Material). Hence, the identiﬁcation

procedure has been based on the least square solution of the overdetermined inverse kinematic problem derived from the formal mathematical analogy between the model-based linear kinematic law u(x) = u0 +
Hx for the continuous displacement variable u(x) and the data-driven
linear regression law v(x) = v0 + Gx extracted from the displacement
data v measured at the positions x. The identiﬁcation procedure is reported in details in Section A.2 of the Supplementary Material.

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional solid model of the tetrachiral sample: (a) perspective geometric view of the six-by-six cell sample; (b) detail of the ﬁnite element mesh for the periodic cell.
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mechanisms, activated by the rotation of the rings around their centers
(rolling-up). Globally, the vertical stretching of the sample – collinear to
the external force direction – is accompanied with an evident and significant angular strain. This characteristic behaviour is observable in the
deformed conﬁgurations obtained from the experimental test
(Fig. 3d), as well as in the numerical simulations obtained from the
solid model (Fig. 6). It is worth noting that the sign of the angular strain
is univocally related to the sign of the chirality angle in the cellular topology (angle β in Fig. 5b). For the numerical simulations, the horizontal
component of the normalized displacement ﬁeld U/Umax is shown in
Fig. 6a, while the deformed and undeformed conﬁgurations are compared in Fig. 6b,c.
Second, from a quantitative point of view, the normal and angular
strains identiﬁed starting from the experimental data are compared
with the corresponding strains identiﬁed starting from the numerical
results obtained with the Lagrangian and the ﬁnite element solid
models, respectively (Fig. 7). As a major remark, it can be noted that
the experimental response (red circles) shows – with a good approximation – a linear behaviour under increasing values of the external
forces. With focus on the solid model, it can be observed that the ratio
Σ22/E22 obtained from the numerical results (blue circles in Fig. 7a) systematically underestimates the corresponding experimental ratio (red
circles). This occurrence has demonstrated the need to update the nominal value initially assumed for the Young modulus of the ABS material
(1300 MPa), which has been recognized as the most uncertain mechanical parameter according to the initial information available. Therefore,
this parameter has been properly updated in order to zeroing the difference between the global Young modulus E identiﬁed from the numerical results (load-independent value marked by green circles in Fig. 8a)
and the average of the global Young modules (E = 1.02 MPa), identiﬁed
from the experimental results at different loading steps (red circles in
Fig. 8a). The updating procedure has required an increment in the
Young modulus of the ABS material of about 18% (up to 1540 MPa).
The ratio Σ22/E22 obtained from the numerical results of the updated
solid model (green circles in Fig. 7a) shows a better agreement with
the corresponding experimental ratio (red circles).
Adopting the updated solid model, a very satisfactory agreement is
achieved between the ratio E11/E22 obtained from the numerical results
(green circles or, rigorously, the slope of the dashed line connecting the
green circles in Fig. 7b) and the corresponding experimental ratio (red
circles or, rigorously, slope of the dashed line linearly regressing the
red circles in Fig. 7b). The negative value systematically attained by
this ratio for increasing external forces demonstrates a non-auxetic behaviour of the tetrachiral sample in the direction orthogonal to the external forces. This key result is effectively synthesized by the positive
values systematically identiﬁed for the global Poisson ratio ν (Fig. 8b).
In particular, the load-independent value (ν = 0.27) identiﬁed from
the numerical results (green circles in Fig. 8b) closely matches the

3. Numerical simulations and analytical predictions
3.1. Solid ﬁnite element model and beam lattice model
The tetrachiral samples can be modelled according to a highdimensional formulation in the framework of linear solid mechanics.
The software Autodesk Inventor has been used as CAD modeling tool
to describe with high-ﬁdelity the complex three-dimensional geometry
of the generic tetrachiral samples composed by a bidimensional array of
N × M cells, with N rows and M columns (Fig. 4a illustrates the six-by-six
cell sample). Therefore, the software Abaqus Standard has been used as
ﬁnite element mesh generator and solver. The entire sample domain
has been discretized with 8-node linear brick, reduced integration,
hourglass control (C3D8R) elements. The six-by-six cell sample has
been meshed in 146220 brick elements and the mesh detail of the periodic cell are illustrated in Fig. 4b. Details about the deﬁnition of the material properties, the boundary conditions and the inter-layer
constraints are reported in Section B.1 of the Supplementary Material.
As an alternative to the high-dimensional solid model, the periodic
cell of the tetrachiral samples can be modelled according to a lowdimensional lagrangian formulation in the framework of linear mechanics (Fig. 5a). The tetrachiral planar geometry is characterized by
the side length H of the periodic square cell and the mean radius R of
the rings (Fig. 5b). According to simple trigonometric considerations,
the chirality angle of the tangent ligaments is β = arctan (2R/H) and
the ligament length is L = H cos β. The lagrangian model is synthesized
in a suited parametric form on the base of a few mechanical assumptions. The stiff rings are conveniently described as annular rigid bodies,
while the ﬂexible ligaments are described as unshearable beams. A linear elastic material with Young modulus E is assumed for all beams.
Therefore, each beam is characterized by axial rigidity EA and in-plane
ﬂexural rigidity EJ. Moreover, the beam-annulus connections are assumed perfectly rigid joints. Details about the parametric stiffness matrices governing the equilibrium equations are reported in the
Section B.2 of the Supplementary Material.
3.2. Comparison of experiments and simulations
The experimental results are compared qualitatively and quantitatively with the simulations obtained with the lagrangian model and
with the ﬁnite element solid model of the tetrachiral sample. First,
from a qualitative point of view, all the experimental deformed conﬁgurations (see for instance Fig. 3c) and the corresponding static simulations agree in exhibiting a non-symmetric behaviour in response to
the application of the symmetric scheme (with respect to the vertical
in-plane axis crossing the sample barycenter) of external forces. This behaviour can be essentially attributed to the chirality of the cellular topology, which determines the development of local deformation
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Fig. 5. Tetrachiral sample: (a) repetitive planar pattern, (b) periodic cell, (c) beam lattice model.
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Fig. 6. Finite element simulation of the tetrachiral sample: (a) colour map of the horizontal displacement component; (b), (c) comparison between the undeformed (gray lines) and
deformed conﬁguration (yellow solid). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

mean value (ν = 0.26) identiﬁed from the experimental results (red circles in Fig. 8b). It is worth noting that these two consistent values are
also in good agreement with the analytical results obtained from a second gradient continuum model of the tetrachiral material formulated
according to a proper homogenization technique [51]. Finally, the ﬁrst
qualitative remark concerned with the development of a nonnegligible angular strain is quantitatively conﬁrmed by the identiﬁcation of the strain E12 that assumes experimental and numerical values
in mutual agreement and quantitatively comparable with the values
of the normal strain E22 (green and red circles in Fig. 7c).
With focus on the Lagrangian model, a good matching is found in the
simulation (yellow circles in Fig. 7a) of the experimental ratio Σ22/E22.
Differently, the global Young modulus identiﬁed from the Lagrangian
simulation (load-independent value marked by yellow circles in
Fig. 8a) returns a slight underestimation (E = 0.94 MPa) of the mean experimental value (red circles in Fig. 8a). This difference is a wellestablished ﬁnding that can be attributed to the rigid body assumption
for the central ring and to the overestimation of the effective length in
the ﬂexible ligaments composing the cellular microstructure [51]. Furthermore, the simplifying assumptions of the Lagrangian formulation
do not allow the accurate assessment of the experimental value for
the ratio E11/E22 (compare red and yellow circles in Fig. 7b). Indeed, it
can be highlighted that the corresponding load-independent identiﬁcation of the global Poisson ratio (ν ≈ 0 marked by yellow circles in
Fig. 8b) is perfectly consistent with the null value (ν = 0) exactly obtainable by the static condensation (returning a ﬁrst-order model) of a
micropolar continuum model of the tetrachiral material, formulated according to a proper continualization technique [51]. In contrast, the

Σ22

Lagrangian model accurately captures the positive experimental ratio
E12/E22 (yellow circles in Fig. 7c), which measures the coupling between
the normal strain E22 and the angular strain E12.
4. Bi-tetrachiral sample
4.1. Sample preparation, Experimental set-up, Data acquisition and
processing
The bi-layered polymeric sample of the bi-tetrachiral geometry has
been obtained by simply superimposing two tetrachiral samples (front
and back layers) with opposite chirality. The geometry of the samples
is detailed in Table 1 (Section A.1 of the Supplementary material).
As for the tetrachiral samples, bi-tetrachiral samples made of an
array of 6-by-6 cells have been experimentally tested under uni-axial
tension according to the force-control scheme, under stable environmental conditions. Known increments of force have been applied to
the sample, starting from the initial constrained conﬁguration
(Fig. 9a), taken as reference. In the reference conﬁguration, the sample
lies in the vertical plane under self-weight load and is supported by
the alignment-preserving constraining system. The supporting system
is designed to constrain the relative displacements (but not the relative
rotation) of all the 6 ring pairs (one ring in the front layer, the other in
the back layer) at the top side. The steel truss system acting at the bottom side of the bi-tetrachiral sample applies the controlled force and simultaneously constrains the relative displacements (but not the
relative rotation) of all the 6 ring pairs (one ring in the front layer, the
other in the back layer) at the bottom side. The total vertical action is

E11

E12

(a)
E22

(b)
E22

(c)
E22

Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental results (red circles) and numerical results of the solid model (blue and green circles) and beam lattice model (yellow circles): (a) equivalent
global stress Σ22 versus normal strain Ε22, (b) normal strain Ε11 versus normal strain Ε22, (c) angular strain Ε12 versus normal strain Ε22. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental results (red circles) and numerical results of the solid model (green circles) and beam lattice model (yellow circles). Global elastic properties
versus external load F22: (a) Young modulus E, (b) Poisson ratio ν. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

split into equal forces applied at all the ring pairs located in the last (bottom) row of the sample (Fig. 9b). Apart from the relative constraints at
the top and bottom sides, each layer is free to independently develop its
own lateral expansion/contraction, as well as its own rolling-up mechanism. In order to assess the global elastic properties of the bi-tetrachiral
sample, the 4-by-6 inner cluster of internal unconstrained and unloaded
cells (green region in Fig. 9b) has been considered in the following.
The uni-axial tension test has been run by applying ﬁve increments
of the quasi-static force F2, corresponding to equivalent global stress Σ22
= F2/A2, where A2 = 12Hd is the cross-section area of the ideal solid
with dimensions 6H (width), 6H (height) and 2d (depth). The force increments (steps 1–5) are the same already detailed in Table 2 (reported
in Section A.1 of the Supplementary Material), starting from the initial
conﬁguration (step 0). Attention has been paid to preserve the vertical
planarity of the deformed conﬁgurations, minimizing as much as possible the undesired effects of friction in the constraints and not overcoming the limit of linear reversible deformation at the global scale of the
material sample.
As for the tetrachiral samples, the non-contact data acquisition has
been performed through a digital camera. Speciﬁcally, one or more
two-dimensional images (with dimensions 5184-by-3456 pixels) of
the bi-tetrachiral specimen have been acquired for each load step, taking care of minimizing distortion by properly calibrating the focal axis

and focal plane of the camera according to the specimen plane and geometry. After uploading the digital photographs in the Matlab environment, the Image Processing Toolbox has been employed to convert the
pixel coordinates of the digital photograph into a real coordinate system. The real positions x of the ring centers of the layers have been
again assessed by recognizing the circular shapes by virtue of the
Hough transform for each load step. Therefore, the total displacement
vector v of the ring centers have been calculated as position differences
with respect to the initial load step. Finally, the global elastic properties
(Young modulus E and Poisson ratio ν) have been identiﬁed according
to the procedure outlined in Section 2.3 and more extensively reported
in Section A.2 of the Supplementary Material.
4.2. Numerical simulations and analytical predictions
In analogy with the tetrachiral samples, the bi-tetrachiral samples
can be modelled according to a high-dimensional formulation in the
framework of linear solid mechanics. The two layers have been ﬁrst
reproduced with high geometrical ﬁdelity in the framework of the
CAD tool (Fig. 10a illustrates the six-by-six cell sample), and successively discretized and analyzed using Abaqus. The same mesh size and
the element type of the tetrachiral solid model have been adopted for
the two layers of the bi-tetrachiral samples (for instance, the six-bySupporng truss system

(a)

(b)
First
Row

4-by-6
inner
cluster

5H

Last
Row
Equal
forces

5H

Fig. 9. Experimental set up in the initial reference conﬁguration: (a) picture, (b) sketch of the supported bi-tetrachiral sample under the action of the external forces.
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Fig. 10. Three-dimensional solid model of the bi-tetrachiral sample: (a) perspective geometric view of the six-by-six cell sample; (b) ﬁnite element mesh and detail of the periodic cell.

double symmetry of the experimental response is conﬁrmed by the
static simulations. This peculiar behaviour can be essentially attributed
to the opposite chiralities of the two layers composing the cellular topology. The opposite chirality angles determine the concurrent development of two independent rolling-up mechanisms of local
deformation, one for each layer, activated by the opposite-sign rotations
of the rings around their centers. Globally, the vertical stretching of the
sample – collinear to the external force direction – is not accompanied
with any appreciable angular strain. This characteristic behaviour is observable in the experimental deformed conﬁgurations, as well as in the
numerical simulations obtained from the solid model (Fig. 12).
The horizontal component of the normalized displacement ﬁeld U/
Umax is shown in Fig. 12a, while the deformed conﬁgurations of the
front layer (yellow) and back layer (green) are portrayed in Fig. 12b,c.
Second, from a quantitative point of view, the normal and angular
strains identiﬁed from the experimental data are compared with the
corresponding strains identiﬁed from the numerical results obtained
with the lagrangian and the ﬁnite element solid models (Fig. 13), respectively. As for the tetrachiral sample, it can be noted that the experimental response (red circles) shows a quasi-perfectly linear behaviour
under increasing values of the external forces.
With focus on the solid model, which employs the updated Young
modulus of the ABS material (1540 MPa), the ratio Σ22/E22 obtainable
from the numerical results of the updated solid model (green circles
in Fig. 13a) shows a ﬁne agreement – apart from a minor underestimation – with the corresponding experimental ratio (red circles in
Fig. 13a). Consistently with this remark, the global Young modulus (E
= 2.11 MPa) identiﬁed from the numerical results (green circles in
Fig. 14a) is slightly lower than the minimum and the mean value (E
= 2.26 MPa) of the global Young modules identiﬁed from the experimental results (circles reds in Fig. 14a). In synthesis, it can be
highlighted how the global Young modulus of the bi-tetrachiral sample

six cell sample has been meshed in 129834 C3D8R elements and the
mesh detail of the periodic cell are illustrated in Fig. 10b). The material
properties, the boundary conditions and the inter-layer constraints are
reported in Section B.3 of the Supplementary material.
As an alternative to the high-dimensional solid model, the bi-layered
periodic cell of the bi-tetrachiral samples can be modelled according to a
low-dimensional lagrangian formulation in the framework of linear mechanics (Fig. 11a). For each layer, the independent geometric properties
of the periodic square cell are the side length H and the ring radius R.
The chirality angles of the tangent ligaments are β = ± arctan (2R/
H), where the positive and the negative signs correspond to the front
layer and to the back layer, respectively (Fig. 11b). Based on the simplifying mechanical assumptions already introduced for the lagrangian
model of the tetrachiral samples, identical structural properties (stiff
rings, ﬂexible ligaments with Young modulus E, axial and ﬂexural rigidities EA and EJ) are considered for the two layers of the bi-tetrachiral
samples. In the reference planar conﬁguration, the two internal nodes
(one for each layer) and the eight external nodes (four for each layer)
share the same position. Details about the parametric stiffness matrices
governing the equilibrium equations are reported in the Section B.4 of
the Supplementary Material.
4.3. Comparison of experiments and simulations
The experimental results are compared qualitatively and quantitatively with the simulations obtained with the lagrangian and the ﬁnite
element solid model of the bi-tetrachiral sample. First, from a qualitative point of view, the two layers exhibit a different but mutually and
doubly symmetric behaviour in all the experimental deformed conﬁgurations under the symmetric scheme of external forces. Speciﬁcally, the
response of the two-layer sample is symmetric with respect to the vertical and horizontal in-plane axes crossing the sample barycenter. The
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Fig. 11. Bi-Tetrachiral sample: (a) repetitive planar pattern, (b) periodic cell, (c) beam lattice model.
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Fig. 12. Finite element simulation of the bi-tetrachiral sample: (a) colour map of the horizontal displacement component; (b), (c) comparison between the undeformed (gray lines) and
deformed conﬁguration (yellow and green solids). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

– in virtue of the two layer collaboration – is about twice that of the
tetrachiral sample made of the same material.
Adopting the updated solid model, a very satisfactory agreement is
again achieved between the ratio E11/E22 obtained from the numerical
results (green circles in Fig. 13b) and the corresponding experimental
ratio (red circles). However, the positive values systematically attained
by this ratio for increasing external forces demonstrate a remarkably
auxetic behaviour of the bi-tetrachiral sample in the direction orthogonal to the external forces. This key result fundamentally differentiates
the global behaviour of the bi-tetrachiral material from that of the
tetrachiral material individually characterizing the two component
layers. From a mechanical perspective, this drastic change in the static
response can be fully attributed to the inter-layer rigid constraint at
the boundaries (top and bottom cell rows). The auxetic behaviour is effectively synthesized by the negative values systematically identiﬁed for
the global Poisson ratio ν (Fig. 14b). In particular, the load-independent
value (ν = − 0.71) identiﬁed from the numerical results (green circles
in Fig. 14b) effectively matches – apart from a small underestimation –
the mean value (ν = − 0.64) identiﬁed from the experimental results
(red circles). Finally, the ﬁrst qualitative remark concerning the absence
of an appreciable angular strain is quantitatively conﬁrmed by the identiﬁcation of the angular strain E12, which assumes experimental and numerical values in mutual agreement but signiﬁcantly lower (by two
orders of magnitude) than those of the normal strain E22 (green and
red circles in Fig. 13c).
With focus on the lagrangian model, a satisfying agreement is found
in the simulation (yellow circles in Fig. 13a) of the experimental ratio

Σ22

Σ22/E22. The identiﬁcation of the global Young modulus from the lagrangian simulations (load-independent values marked by yellow circles in Fig. 14a) returns a slight underestimation (E = 1.98 MPa) of
the corresponding values identiﬁed from the experiments (red circles)
and the ﬁnite element solid model (green circles). Similarly to the
tetrachiral sample, this difference can be attributed to the simplifying
mechanical assumptions of the lagrangian formulation [51]. Despite
the simplifying assumptions, the lagrangian formulation allows the
identiﬁcation of positive values for the ratio E11/E22, consistently with
the experimental results. Nonetheless, it can be noted that the corresponding load-independent identiﬁcation of the global Poisson ratio
(ν = − 0.95 marked by yellow circles in Fig. 14b) systematically overestimates the actual auxeticity of the bi-tetrachiral sample. Finally, the
lagrangian model conﬁrms a certain accuracy in ﬁtting the experimental
ratio E12/E22 (yellow circles in Fig. 13c).
Once the actual reliability of the mechanical formulations in simulating the static response of the bi-tetrachiral material has been experimentally veriﬁed, the solid and the lagrangian models have been used
to simulate the behaviour of square samples characterized by increasing
size (up to N = M = 18). Given the key role played by the inter-layer
boundary constraints on the auxetic response of the bi-tetrachiral material, the purpose of these simulations is targeted to verifying the inﬂuence of the boundary-to-boundary distance on the global elastic
properties. Regardless of the sample size, the identiﬁcation of the global
Young modulus and global Poisson ratio has been based on the displacement subvector v related to the inner cluster of 4-by-6 cells, for the sake
of consistency. The values of the global Young modulus identiﬁed from

E11

[Pa]

E12

(a)
E22

(b)
E22

(c)
E22

Fig. 13. Comparison between experimental results (red circles) and numerical results of the solid model (green circles) and beam lattice model (yellow circles): (a) equivalent global stress
Σ22 versus normal strain Ε22, (b) normal strain Ε11 versus normal strain Ε22, (c) angular strain Ε12 versus normal strain Ε22. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(b)

Fig. 14. Comparison between experimental results (red circles) and numerical results of the solid model (green circles) and beam lattice model (yellow circles). Global elastic properties
versus external load F22: (a) Young modulus E, (b) Poisson ratio ν. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

the solid model (green circles) and from the lagrangian model (yellow
circles) exhibit limited variability for increasing sizes of the samples
(Fig. 15a). Speciﬁcally, E-values ranging from 2.08 MPa to 2.14 MPa
have been obtained for the solid model (respectively for N = 8 and N
= 14), while E-values ranging from 1.94 MPa and 1.98 MPa have been
obtained for the lagrangian model (respectively for N = 8 and N = 6).
Differently, the values of the global Poisson ratio identiﬁed from the
solid model (green circles) and from the lagrangian model (yellow circles) exhibit a monotonically convergent behaviour for increasing
sizes of the samples. For the largest size (N = 18) the global Poisson
ratio attains the minimum values ν = − 0.99 for the solid model and
ν = − 1.10 for the lagrangian model (Fig. 15b). This persistent result
tends to conﬁrm that the auxeticity is a property of the bi-tetrachiral
material that actually leverages the inter-layer boundary constraints,
but does not vanish for large boundary-to-boundary distances. In
order to give an opportune reference with respect to known results
from the existing literature, similar highly auxetic (isotropic) responses
have been achieved for the hexachiral honeycombs (ν = − 0.95 as documented in [51]).
5. Conclusions
The global elastic properties of architectured honeycomb materials
featured by a tetrachiral cellular microstructure, made of circular stiff

(a)

rings tangentially connected by ﬂexible ligaments, have been investigated. The theoretical predictions based on beam lattice formulations
and ﬁnite element solid models have been compared with the experimental data obtained from quasi-static laboratory tests performed on
different planar samples realized with the 3D printing technology. As
major experimental evidence, the tetrachiral samples show a remarkable coupling between the normal and angular strains under increasing
tension loads, due to the local ring rotations activated by the cellular
chirality (rolling-up mechanism). For the particular test direction, the
global Young modulus and the global (positive) Poisson ratio of the
tetrachiral material samples, experimentally identiﬁed by solving an
overdetermined inverse problem, are accurately predicted by the numerical results of the solid computational model. On the contrary,
some simplifying mechanical assumptions tend to limit the actual descriptive possibilities of the beam lattice model, particularly if the ring
deformability is comparable with the ligament ﬂexibility.
Inspired by the encouraging ﬁndings concerning the tetrachiral material, an original bi-layered topology of microstructured tetrachiral materials (bi-tetrachiral materials) has been theoretically conceived and
mechanically modelled. The bi-tetrachiral topology exploits the virtuous mutual collaboration of two tetrachiral layers with opposite chirality, in order to prevent the development of angular strains under tensile
loads. As major technological advantage, the new material topology
does not require a different bi-layered multi-material 3D printing

(b)

Fig. 15. Comparison between experimental results (red circle) and numerical results of the solid model (green circles) and beam lattice model (yellow circles). Global elastic properties
versus cell number of the square sample (with N = M): (a) Young modulus E, (b) Poisson ratio ν. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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process. The angular strain elimination is kinematically based on the independent and opposite-sign rolling-up mechanisms of the two component layers, reciprocally constrained at the sample boundaries.
Speciﬁcally, the boundary constraints are properly designed to impose
identical layer-to-layer displacements to the rings, which remain free
to rotate independently.
As main macroscopic consequence of its microstructural layout, the
static response of the bi-tetrachiral material – composed of collaborating non-auxetic layers – exhibits a remarkably strong auxeticity that
can be quantiﬁed by negative global Poisson ratio close to −0.7 for the
tested samples. Moreover, the bi-tetrachiral material is found to outperform the tetrachiral material also in terms of global Young modulus,
which turns out to be nearly doubled under the same testing conditions.
These experimental results have been closely conﬁrmed by the qualitative and quantitative simulations obtainable with beam lattice formulations and ﬁnite element solid models. In this case, the simplifying
mechanical assumptions affecting the beam lattice model determine
only a minor underestimation of the global Young modulus and the
global Poisson ratio. Finally, parametric analyses have been carried out
to evaluate numerically the effects of the bi-tetrachiral sample size on
the global elastic properties. The result trend has demonstrated that a
minimum Poisson ratio close to −1 can actually be reached by increasing the distance between the sample boundaries providing the interlayer constraint. This systematic results tend to conﬁrm that the
strong auxetic behaviour is substantially independent of the sample
size, that is, represents a characteristic property of the bi-tetrachiral
material.
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